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ABSTRACT
Two shear experiments ,performed in the permanent thermocline
are described and analyzed in this thesis. The ,first employed dye
streak techniques to gain fractional meter vertical resolution. Shears
with small vertical scales with frequent reversals in direction and
changes of magnitude were observed in every experiment between' 160
and 900 meters depth. The ratio of the standard deviation of shear
magnitude to the mean shear magnitude was computed at the depth of
each dye experiment. These ratios decreased exponentially with depth
suggesting a decay of surface supplied energy. The vertical wave
number of the shear is not inconsistent with high mode inertio-gravi-
tational internal waves or interleaving layers or salt-driven convection.
The second experiment used sensor pairs to measure shear,
temperature gradient, and salinity gradient with three TIieter vertical
spacing. A weak but significant negative correlation between shear
magnitude and density gradient magnitude was found in most of the
records whether density gradient was computed from t~mperature an'd
salinity or es timated from temperature' alone. This result disagrees
wi th a simple linear internal wave model developed for a layered
medium. The expected positive correlation is strong enough to cause
shear instability to occur first in regions of strongest static sta-
bility. This prediction again disagrees with observed shear density
data in which the smallest Richardson numbers occur in Heakly strati-
fied regions. This negative correlation was -observed to be strongest
in regions of weak static stability.
Perhaps we are observing the results of mixing processes
in the main thermocline which cannot be described by the simple linear
3equations of motion. Two likely sources for the energy of mixing
are suggested. Inertial motions are shown to have sufficient energy
at thermocline'depth and are known to have high enough vertical wave
number to have shears comparable to thpse observed. Salt fingers
are known to be able to release enough energy from an unstable salt
buoyancy field to form convective layers under laboratory conditions.
Since the temperature and salinity in the main thermocline near
Bermuda both decrease with depth and have nearly equal and opposite
buoyancy contributions, salt fingers must be considered likely.
In the main oceanic thermocline no single mixing process
seems likely to dominate everywhere or perhaps anywhere. The data
collected in this thesis and elsewhere are not yet sufficient to
define the statistics of these mixing processes or even to uniquely
separate- one from another at one location. A time series of exper-
iments combining the two techniques developed in this thesis should
be able to establish how shears vary in direction with time and vary
with density gradient. These questions are at the heart of the
thermocline mixing problem.
Thesis Sup'ervisor: Henry M. Stommel
'Ii tle: Professor of Oceanography
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CHATER 1
INTRODUCTION
Global scale thermocline theories
The main thermocline is the transition zone between the
warm surface water and the cold main body of the ocean. As an oce-
anic boundary it is rivaled in importance only by the sea surface
and the bottom, yet today little is known about the direct physical
processes maintaining the thermocline as it is. These processes
appear only as lumped parameters "in several world scale oceanic
circulation theories by Stommel, Blanford, Munk and others.
Upwelling of approximately one cm/day seems, to balance
dmvnward diffusion near one cm2/sec. These numbers raise an in-
teres ting ques tion:, ,Hhere does the energy which' mixes the heat
downward come from? (of order iO-6 ergs/gm second). Munk (1966)
discusses four possible sources:
l. Shear mixing due to Richårdson type instabili~y of
inertio-gravitational internal waves, internal tides or
planetary waves.
2.' Thermodynamic mixing due to the difference in the
molecular diffusion of heat and salt of about 100 - i.
This may give rise to filament (salt-finger) convection
(Stern,_ 1960) or laminar salt-finger layers separated
by turbulent mixing layers (Turner and Stommel). Per-
haps both filaments and layering act in concert (Turner,
1967) .
3. Boundary mixing at surface or lateral boundaries
9
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o
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with communication of properties along cons tanto densi-
ty surfaces. Here horizontal transport processes may
be disguised as vertical eddy diffusion.
4. ,Biological mixing Hhich Hunk discards as at l:2ast
three orders of magni.tude smaller than diffusion com-
puted by T, S, 14C, and O2 considerations.
He found shear instability of internal tides to be a marginal source
of mixing energy.
This thesis is 'motivated by the desire to unders tand 1vhich
of these processes may be important to the physics of the main thennocline.
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Previous work on thermocline micro-structure
Micro-structure observations to date have largely been car-
ried out using Bissett Berman STD systems lowered on cables attached to
ships. These continuously recording STD systems have revealed small-
scale step-like layers in the main thermocline in many Hidely scattered
areas: near Timor and Mindanao (Stommel and Fedorov, 1966), central
South Pacific (Eltanin data, 1967), and Bermuda (Stommel and Cooper,
1967). Vertical temperature gradients between well-mixed layers seem
to be at least an order of magnitude greater than the mean gradient
for this part of the thermocline (see the typical Bermuda STD cast in
figure l. l). Similar observed structure in salinity may have been
badly distorted by ship motion. Tait and Howe (l968) have obser¡ed
very large (22 meter) step structure in temperature and salinity under
the Mediterranean Hater intrusion in the Northeast Atlantic., These
steps are thought to be a possible site for salt finger activity (Tur-
ner, 1967). Similar large steps (l6 meters) have been observed by
Sturges of the University of Rhode Island (personal communication) in
the Anegadä Passage under a strong subsurface salinity maximll~.
Cox et al. (l969) have measured temperature gradients in
the Pacific in a region of stabilizing salinity gradients with a free-
falling probe. There they find temperature gradients \-ith appreciable
energy down to scales of . 1 cycles per centimeter. Temperature grädi-
ents with sharply decre':sing energy are found doi,Jt to a scale of 1
cycle/em. Their instrument records the time derivative' of temperature
as a function of depth with a millimeter scale thermistor. Although
13
this device reputedly resolves the finest small-scale temperature gra-
dients present it does so at the sacrifice of accuracy in measuring
larger vertical scale weak gradients. Perhaps the large:scale weak
gradients in the "well-mixed regions" are more important to the thermo-
cline mixing processes. It seems very important to know whether these
layers are occasionally statically unstable as they must be in the salt
finger model below. If such layers of near-zero or negative gravitational
stability exist, they must be unstable to shear induced by wave motion
of any frequency, including tidal and inertial where much of the energy
exists (see Fofonoff, 1969). Such regions might persist as more or
less permanent mixing sites.
Hoods (1968), has similarly emphasized the regions of strongest
temperature gradient in his beautiful near-surface photographs of shear
instability of small single sheet internal gravity waves. Since, the re-
gions of strongest temperature gradient suppress turbulence, these waves
occur in laminar beautifully-ordered groups which obey the linear shear
instability criteria. However Woods does comment that the layers between
sharp gradients' are weakly turbulent. Therefore these layers must have a
lower Richardson number than the laminar sheets and must be the site of
mos t of the mixing.
The experiments reported below were carried out in two loca-
tions. The Alvin dye streak experiment (chapter 2) was executed over
,
the continental slope in 2 km deep water. The scissors experiment (chap-
ter 3) was done in the Bermuda area (see figure 1.2). The remaining part
of chapter 1 outlines some observational and theoretical ideas which will
be used to interpret the experimental results presented in chapters 2 and 3.
14
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FIG. l.2: Locations of data areas. The boxed areas are the same size
as the borders of the appropriate charts. See figure 2. i for Alvin
. dive and figure 3. land 3.2 for Bermuda scissors stations.
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Shear instability
Since the Austausch coefficient in the main thermocline
appears to be one cm2/sec (far exceeding the corresponding molecu-
lar coefficients) the thermocline may be thought of as in a state of
turbulent flux. The production of turbulence in a stably stratified
fluid is often thought of as associated with shear instability of
some sort.
Several theoretical workers (Miles, 1963, Howard, 1963, and
others) have found under a variety of conditions that laminar strati-
fied shear flow may be unstable for Richardson number
Ri =
9 ap
Po aZ
a
(~~H r
~ I
4
The assumptions leading to this result may 'not be valid in
the thermocline; for example, small amounts of. residual decaying
"
turbulence may affect the, critical value. More recent numerical
work by Hazen (referred to by Woods (l969)) has shown that ,if Ri.c. l/4
most laminar flows are indeed unstable. However, for lack of a more
precise criterion, the Richardson number may be used to predict the
onset of instability.
Once turbulence has set in at one spot, it extracts further
"
energy from the ".mean shear flow". This energy must do Lvork on the
gravitationally stable stratification in mixing if the turbulence
is to diffuse vertically.
o
c
Since no such res triction exists horizontally, this patch-
l6
or-blini of turbulence should assume a strongly oblated shape and
continue to grow in volume until the Richardson number ~xceeds some
critical value. \\en this happens, the turbulence decays and the
newly formed mixed layer spreads horizontally due, to horizontal pres-
sure forces until balanc~d geostrophically or frictionally or both,
as sugges ted by Stommel and Fedorov (l966). Hoods (l969) sugges ts
that turbulent stratified fluid will not regain its laminar state
until about Ri: i. This effect is called Richardson number hyster-
isis because the state of such fluid for l/4 ~ Ri.( 1 depends on its
recent history.
The above picture of shear instability requires a source
of shear that the "production term" can get its teeth into. If
horizontal advection in the layered structure of the main thermocline
can be shown to be small, a relation between the Richardson number
and the variability of vertical fluxes of temperature and salt can
be found through successive measurements of a particular set of layers.
If one could successfully "tag" one or more layers then detailed .
repetitive profiles of thickness, temperature, salinity and Richardson
¡,
,
!
number could be found.
Possible sourc~s of _ shear are internal tides, internal
waves, planetary waves and inertial oscillation. With the possible
exception of planetary waves, observational evidence suggests that
any' of the above mechanisms could be present and responsible for the
creation of sufficient shears. For example: Webster (l968) and
Fofonoff (l969) have found inertial and tidal periods in buoy-mounted,
l7
current meter data which seems to have a high vertical wave number.
Munk (1966) has computed the possible flux of surface tidal
energy scattered by irregular bottom topography into high order inter-
nal tides to be 4 x iO-6 ergs/gm sec. He points out that this is
about l/6 of the total tidal dissipation on earth and nearly half of
this flux is required for mixing. Munk also points out the possible
intermittent nature of the mixing processes, whatever they might be.
~
18
Inertial motions
Inertial motions have long been known to be intermittent
(Webster, 1968). Pöllard (1969) has recently given statistics from
29 records from site D as a function of depth which show substantial
inertial energy at thermocline depth.
TABLE
fu~pli tudes of inertial oscillations at each of six depths, compiled
from 29 records from moored buoys at site D. Ten per cent of the
time tne amplitude exceeded the lO% level amplitude at each depth.
(Pollard, 1969)
Depth (m) 10 50 ioa 500 lOOO 2000
Total duration (days) 219 205 274 l24 182 196
Max. amplitude (cm/sec) 49 20 14 13 11 7
10% level amplitude (cm/sec):-23 9 8 9 -4 3
If we assume that these motions persist in time only a few
days or at most. and generally for only a few cycles '(Perkins, 1970)
then we must conclude that th~ 10% level amplitude in table must
be made up of many individual inertial events, say lO.
He may now inquire at what average rate per gram could
,
energy be dissipated, if all the kinetic energy in each event were
a
totally lost between events at each level.
Ed = l (10°10 LEVEL)2 (EVENTS
0.9 (RECORD DURATION)
PER SECOND)
19
Depth (meters) lO 50 lOO 500 1000 2000
Ed x iOa erg 310
gm-see
25.5 1.5 4.8 0.53 0.29
Considering that the LO% level inertial velocities underestimate the
average velocity during an event and further that they enter as the
square in the dissipation formula: above, these numbers compare quite
favorably with Munk's l.a x iO-6 erg/gm sec energy to mix the lower
thermocline.
Perkins (l970) has recently examined most of the unpublished
records from HHOI buoy mounted current meter data and found "No
records separated by more than 100 meters in depth showed signifi-
cant coherence, a single pair of instruments separated by 80 m~ters
showed moderate 40herence (0.6) at inertial period only, while a pair
of instruments only 2 meters apart showed almost perfect coherence."
So it appears from open ocean -measurements that vertically coherent
inertial motions have a probable scale of tens of meters (that is,
a high vertical wave number). Pollard and Millard (l970), as well
as others, have shown that inertial waves at the surface can be &en-
erated by rapid fluctuations of the wínd direction" and/or magnitude. ,
But due to the low, horizontal component of the group velocity of such
~
waves they were at a loss to explain their rapid decay except, per-
haps, that the wind turned them off. They a~so could not account
for the observed large amplitude of inertial motion'_ at depths well
removed from the surface. mixed layer and the tidally critical latitudes
20
of 30 and 73°. Reports of the horizontal coherence distances accord-
ing to Perkins (l970) are more confusing but are probably the order
of 10 km.
The source of inertial waves at depths of hundreds of me-
ters or more which is not clearly explained by wind stress or tidal
forcing may have been identified by Frankignol (l969). He found
that the action of a constant weak shear on a field of internal
gravity waves in a rotating system can rotate the wave number vector
transforming these waves into inertial period oscillations. As the
wave number vector rotates the vêrtical scale of the waves dimin-
ishes, thereby increasing the vertical gradient of the velocity field.
Frankignol, further asserts that '''Clearly the shear instability will
occur very near the inertial frequency". Malone (l968) repo'rts
strong inertial motion in Lake Michigan only during the thermocline
season and no significant :inertial motiors othenvise even when meteor-
ological conditions suggest they should exist. Since internal
waves are possible only when a thermociine exis ts Malone's -data
might be interpreted as support for Frankignol' s theory.
Given a near inertial wave, what amplitude should be ob-
served if the vertical wave length À is order LO meters and the
maximum shear is order 5 x '10-3 sec-1? For a sine w'ave in z the shear
/.is
dUH
d Z -
2" Ulimox
_ À
eosi¥ ZJ
o
o
or the maximum shear is
2----
dUn
d Z mox
=
27l UHmax
À
so
Uti max ~ o. a em i see
This velocity is well within the 10% limits for inertial
wave ~~plitudes observed in the site D data above and is so small
that it would likely go unobserved in this buoy data. Thus the Alvin
dye streak data presented below will not be found inconsistent with
a w:~ak high vertical ,,"ave number inertial wave. A similar clilculation
for typical LO% level = 8 cm/sec from Pollard (1970) and maximum
shear amplitude from dye streak and scissors measurements gives a
vertical \vavelength 50 meters. Again this number is quite compatible
with buoy observatioas at site D.
~~at form might the result of an inertial wave instability
take? After the initial breakdown either due to local shear in-
stability on an interface or elsewhere (or perhaps due to salt con-
vection) a small well-mixed layer might be formed which would then
be unstable to any shear. This could be extended horizontally a
kilometer or more by inertial shear due in part to the probable
horizontal scale of the inertial wave. This is similar to Dr. F. P.
Bretherton's idea of clear air turbulence given in a talk at WHOI
during the sunmier of 1970. He also suggested that such instabilities
might be responsible for oceanic layer structure as have others_
22
During a half inertial period such a mixed layer could
store considerable vorticity of one sign giving rise to circulation in
the layer even when the wave is gone. This stored vorticity might
well exceed the vorticity of the original wave motion because it is
no longer constrained by wave dynamics. If such instability products
were observed with current meters whose spacing was only a little
smaller than the layer thickness then the observed shear would be
largest in the- mixed layers. This picture is not inconsistent with
the scissors data whose mean shear is order 5 x iO-3sec-l 2nd whose
largest magnitudes most often occur in the more mixed tegions. Such
mixi~g could sharpen the embracing interfaces triggering sympathetic
salt fingering, thus adding further vorticity to the layer and giving
low or even negative Richardson numbers in the layer.
"
"
~.
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Convective instability of internal waves
Orlanski and Bryan (1969) have suggested a mechanism for
the formation of mixed regions in the thermocline. This mechanism
is a gravitational "overturning by ,rotors" associated with a finite
amplitude instability of downward propagating internal waves. They
further predict for oceanic conditions a most unstable vertical wave-
length of 10 to 20 meters. They claim that for a uniformly strati-
fied ocean, gravitational instability occurs before a shear insta-
bility in the case of &ìlplifying internal waves. ;lIt is a nonlinear
instability which takes place when the partical veloci ty of the wave
motion exceeds the phase velocity of the wave".
This criterion is especially dif~icuit to apply to data
gathered in the experiments below because it requires detailed know-
ledge of the internal viave field. There is no v78Y to know the fre-
quency or horizontal wave length of waves at the site of observation
if indeed waves were present at all. However it is interesting to
note that the most unstable points coincide v.!i th maximum horizontal
velocity and minimum shear as well as zero or negative stability.
Once formed these rotors might leave well-mixed regions wi~h consider-
able vorticity and account for the small negative correlation between
the magnitude of the shear and the density gradient observed in the
Bermuda data below. Their predicted vertical wave length of minimum
stability of 10 to 20 meters is also close to the vertical wave length
of the shear structure observed in the dye streak data between 400
and 500 meters. The Orlanski-Bryan work unfortunately does not include
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rotation or initial step conditions. Since near the inertial fre-
quency, the horizontal phase velocity becomes small, and" the observed
amplitudes are large, and the observed vertical wave numbers are high,
this frequency region should be especially interesting for its con-
vective instability.
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The expected correlation between shear and density gradient due
to internal waves
This discussion involves only the linear equations of motion
and thus will not include the actual mixing process in the thermocline.
It is hoped however that these equations will give some insight into
what the correlation between shear and density gradient would be in a
simple but analytically tractable example of inertio-gravitational
waves. The model of the thermociine picked is one of infinite hori-
zontal layers of constant Brunt-Väisälä frequency N. These layers
can be thought of as a piece-wise approximation to the. actual profile
of Brunt frequency with depth. It also can be used to examine the layer-
sheet model recently popularized by Woods (l968).
In the layer;.sheet model, regions of very high s tability
(sheets) alternate with regions of lower stability (layers). The crit-
ical questions are: What is the expected correlation between shear
and the density gradient ~ N2 when this structure is undulated by in-
ternal waves? And perhaps more important, which layers will be unstable
to the wave shear first? Will it be the sheets or the layers?
, ,
The basic equations of motion of Perkins (1970) for a ro-
tating, stratified, incompressible, Boussinesq ocean in local Carte-
sian coordinates a.re adopted.'
i
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Ut - fv + Pic = 0 ( I )
V t + f u + Py = 0 (2)
wt+N2t+Pz = 0 (3)
Ct - w = 0 (4)
Ux + vy + Wz = 0 (5)
where
f = 2Qsin~ is the Corio lis frequency~
Q is the earth's rotation rate,
~, À, z are latitude, longitude and elevation (measured
upwards) respectively,
u, v, ware respectively east-west, north-south, and up-
down components of velocity,
p is pressure variation about hydrostatic divided by
the 'mean density,
~ is vertical particle displacement from equilibrium,
N is the Brunt-Väisälä frequency, defined by N2 ~ -gp / p.
z
He assume plane wave solutions in each constant N layer of
the form:
w(x,y,z,t) = Re ('Ý(z) ei~)
where
tP = kx + Iy + wt
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Substituting these solutions into (1)
- (5) we have
iw U - fV + ikP = 0 ( 6)
iw V + f U + i IP = 0 (7)
¡w'l + dP + N2H = 0 (8 )dZ
iwH - 'l = 0 (9)
ikU + ¡IV + d 'l = 0 (10)
dZ
Putting (9) into (8) we can eliminate H
Iw 0/ dP N2 .'" = 0
-( II )+ dZ + iw
Solving (6) and (7) for U and V'we have
U
= + fV kP (12)- -
iw - w
V
-fU ; k P (13 )= - -iw w
Combining (l2) and (l3) with (11) we get
U (z) =
- W P(z ) ( k + it J
(w2 _ f2 )
(14)
j,
( f k - Jw ~z) -i - I
V(z) = (15 )
( w2 - f2) o
o
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Putting (l4) and (l5) into (10)
P(z) d l/ (
w2_f2
J
=
iw k2dZ
it
where
k2 = 12 + k2it
(16)
Substituting this expression for Pinto (8)
d2 "'(z)
d2Z2
+ k2 ( N2(Z)-w2J l/(z) = 0H W2 _ f 2 (17)
This is the familiar equation for the vertical displacement
given by Cox (l962) in The Sea, and others. This equation with suit-
able top and bottom boundary conditions constItutes an eigenvalue prob-
lem which can be solved numerically for '" (Z) , by matching pressure
and vertical velocity between the constant N layers at their common
in terfaces .
Substituting the pressure expression (l6) into (l4) and (15)
respectively and their z derivatives we have
Ò U(z)
Ò Z
= ( f Iw k~
+
.. J
' 2kH
d2 'i
d Z2
1,
( 18)
and
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av(z)
az
= ( -f k +w k~
Jl J
k2
H
d21/
d Z2.
(19)
which, combined with (17) give tte shears in terms of 1/(z)
a U(z)
~(z) (~~=f: J (-~I - ik J=az
and
aV(z)
'Ý (z ) ( N2_w2 J ( ~ C- ii J
=
iJ Z w2-f2 W
(20)
(21 )
The square of the vertical shear in the horizontal velocity is
(ÒÒU;T= (~~r + (~~r (22)
or substituting in (20) and (21) we get in each layer
(à;iUzHJ2 = 2. (N2_w2J2 (k~ (w2+f2)Jv 'l (~) w -f2. , W (23)
For an internal \vave of frequency Cd and horizontal Have number kH
whose vertical scale is large compared to the individual constant ~,
layers (Le., low vertical mode) the vertical amplitude t (z) changes
very little from layer to layer in some small region. So the hori- '
zontal velocity shear in each layer is
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ÒUH
- ex (N2 _ W2 )
òZ
( 24)
So for a low freq-ie_Ilçyway~ N2 ~~ w2 the shear is di-
rectly proportional to the density gradient. Or for any given W2 ~ N2
the shear will be greatest in layers of largest density gradient and
least in layers of small density gradient. The next logical question
is: which layers will first become unstable to the wave shear?
The Richardson numbers in adjacent strong,ly stable and weakly
stable layers are then proportionate to
Ri ex N2
(N2_ w2)2
, (25)
In particular if l\w is the Brunt frequency in the weakly stratified
layer and Ns is the Brunt frequency in the strongly stratified
layer "then we define the' stratification ratio as
š =
Ns
-
Nw
(26 )
and the ratio of the Richardson number in the N slayer R is to
the Richardson number in the Nw layer Riw is:
Ris
R1w
= r N~ - ",22 2 .
L s N~ - Š
(27)
o
Q
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If Ns ~ Nw ~ W then šNi ~ N~ w2and -- c:
Š
w2 so that
Ris I
-c: .
Riw
strongly stratified layer first if Richardson number is
Under these conditions instability always occurs in the
the valid
measure of stability' for internal wave motions.
A classical transmission reflection problem for inertio-
gravitational waves was examined., The same results were found to
hold exactly fer that system with two semi-infinite layers with dif-
ferent N's with no restriction on the vertical wave number.
So a positive correlation appears to pertain for internal
wave motion between the magnitude of the density gradient and the
:nagnitude of the. shear for frequencies less than the- minimum Brunt~
Väisälä and greater than f for both low and high. vertical mode struc-
ture. These results agree H:Lh those of Cox, et aL. (1969) and O. M.
Phillips (l97û). It should be noted that a perfect correlation will
not be observed because of the variation of the shear with the phase
of the wave motion. This phase effect will produce a scatter of points
at each N observed. From the measurements of Cox it is known that
the smallest scale vertical temperature gradients exist on vertical
scales less than lO cm and from the dye streak measurements below it
seems likely that at least some shear structure on the same small
scales exists. It is expected that much of the strong positive cor-
relation which might exist for internal waves trapped on a single
sheet of high density gradient will be lost due to the 3 meter ver-
tical sensor spacing, particularly if more than one interface is em-
braced. But a weak but distinctly positive correlation should be
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observed for internal waves v~lich are of large vertical scale com-
pared to 3 meters between shear magnitude and density gradient mag-
ni tude even if the layers of high N were of small thickness compared
to the scissors spacing of 3 meters'. The Imvest Richardson nu~bers
should still be expected in regions of greatest density gradient even
with some phase related shear scatter.
If the Bermuda shear measurements are correct something is
very wrong about our simple linear ideas on the expected density
gradient shear correlations and Richardson number predictions. The
bermuda measurements beloi-i suggest that at least in some regions the
density gradient is negatively correlated with the shear magnitude
and thus Richardson number is smallest in regions of ~,,eak stability.
Woods (1969) provides further evidence that something is wrong. He
finds for Jayers where Nw ~ ~ that instabilities at any instant
occupy 3 or 4% of the sheet (from heat flux conditions) and that:
"A very much less frequent occurance is the breaking of internal,
single sheet gravity waves, which was found mainly during the early
morning instability of the top sheet of the thermocline". HO\\7eVer
lO to 20~~ of t.he volume of the Nw layers are filled wi th mixing
elE':'11ent at any time. So evidently the Nw layers have lower (al-
though unmeasured) Richardson number more frequently than clothe
Ns layers. It also seems rather likely that the ~ichardson num-
ber must sometimes be negative in these regions of mixing because the
~ixing elements were observed to rollover. This frequency of in-
stabilities in the Nw layers is not very different from the :t23%
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probability for Ri ~.! for the temperature derived density gra-
, 4
dient or z30% probability of Ri ~ ,~ for the T-S derived density
gradie'nt. The latter included a 13% probability that Ri ~ 0 .
Hoods' results however include no mention of salinity or even the
climatic mean direction of the salinity gradient so it is difficult
to guess how closely our respp-ctive results should agree. The
overturning velocities of his mixing elements are given as .Ito .3
cm/sec with diameter of from 20 to 40 cm giving a range of shear be-
tween 15 and 3xiO-3 sec-i which are not greatly different from the
sheet ( Ns ) shears he reported or the Bermuda layer shears reported
below. Could the shear in a system with unstable salinity gradients
be greater? Perhaps it becomes more organized wi th rotors filling
an entire 3 to 5 meter layer depth as in the salt finger model beloH.
In that event the scissors' 3 meter spacing would measure the full
value of the layer shear while underestimating the possibly more in-
tense sheet shear which can occur on a smaller vertical scale (order
lO to 50 cin).
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Salt convection
a stable density gradient (
(1964) have. shown that in the case of
Òp ~ 0 when z is positive upward)
Òz.
there exist t¡.¡ possible convective regimes of oceanographic interest
Turner and Stommel
and both are driven by potential energy released by the differing
molecular diffusion rates of heat and salt in sea water.
In the first regime, potential energy is released from an
unstable salt field ( Õs ~ 0 ) through columnar convection \\Tth
òZ
adjacent rising and sinking filaments exchanging heat through their
laminar interface at nearly lOD times the corresponding rate of salt
exchange, These "salt fingers" are an extremely efficient counter-
floH heat exchanger, allmving salt to drop out of layers above to
layers below with a minimum cost in viscous dissipation and dilution
due to mixing.
The second regime occurs through release of the potential
. ÕT
an unstable temperature field ( Ò i: .( 0 ) which causes
finite amplitude convective layers to form, separated by very thin
ene rgy of
laminar interfaces. Here again, the greater thermal diffusivi ty
allows heat to escape through the interface to drive the layer above
while holding back the salt.
Although the second regime seems unlikely in the main oceanic
thermocline, it does give insight into the form of convection '\ihich
might be present '\iere the "eddy coefficientn of salt to exceed the
"eddy coefficient" of temperature - as suggested by Stommel.
Turner (l967) has shown that in salt finger convection,
buoyancy transport due to salt is about 1. 8 times that due to temper-
ature. (This is true over a range of interfacial buoyancy differ-
alJT
ßl1s
ner further demonstrates that this is sufficient to drive the Rayleigh
ences due to heat and to salt ( ) from two to ten.) Tur-
type convective layers of the second regime. In the ideal case the
permanent thermocline might be thought of as a series of alternate
salt finger layers and Rayleigh layers (see figure 3.18 ) . The
scissors data shows a more complicated structure in temperature and
salinity than this to pertain in Bermuda but this does not necessar-
ily rule out salt fingers. This layering has been observed (Stern
and Turner ~ 1969) in laboratory experiments using sugar and salt
solutions which avoid heat loss problems at the side ,.mIls v.1hich
k . . h h d' ff' 1 a 6 Tma. e experiments wit eat i icu t near -- ~ Iß8s
From a laboratory model with two salt finger layers (one
above and one belm.7 a convective layer) Turner found measured salt
fluxes, F , in the Rayleigh layer. These exceed those calculated
s
for solid plane boundaries by f = l2 to 42 times , as the ratio of
interfacial buoyancy differences due to temperature to that of salt
varied from two to ten.
With this information, the salt flux and the "eddy coef-
ficient" for salt through the convective layer may be calculated
according to
"'f" (a fj TFa F~ --l3 6s
KSJ
Kt
Ft'
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~vhere F * ~ A ( ~S) 4/3(reference flux for solid \valls) and \\1here
A :: CKs (~ ß J .~
1ts V
and
C = .085
K molecular salt diffusivity
s
Kt molecular heat diffusivity
Xs KslP
ß = salt expansion coefficient
a heat expansion coefficient
Although no experimental results were obtained where the
ratio of buoyancy differences due to salt to that of temperature
approached one, Turner believes the ratio of fluxes F /F*may be SO.
, s
Turner (l967) concluded with a computation of downward
salt flux under the outflow of the Mediterranean west of, Gibraltar
2.5 x iO-4/meter and ab.rß i: s
d II d. d' ( do- tan sma ensity gra ient --
dz
= 1. l5 l. l2) the "eddy coefficient"
"
"
"l
¡,
. !l
, !
where STD soundings indicated a layered structure. In a region with
such a large salt excess above
K = 5 cm2 ¡see seems entirely reasonable. Similar computations on
s
selected layers in the scissors section give K ~ 2 cm2/sec and there-
s
fore K :: 1 cm2/sec. These numbers seem completely reasonable com-t
pared to' the global thennocline mean diffusivi ty given above.
a 6. T
ßb.s
In the upper main thermocline near Bermuda, ranges
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between l.5 and 2 in the interval from 475 to 800 meters (see figure
aßT3.2 e ). Beloi;\T 800 meters the curve of _.- vs. depth changesßâs
slope abruptly. This might be evidence of different processes at
work above and below 800 meters. At the site of the dye streak dive
aliT
ßljS approaches 2 only bet\\een 150 and 300 meters. A similar
but less pronounced slope change takes place at 300 meters. The
a!JTregions where is least should be the most likely lo-
(3ßS
cations for salt fingers because' the least work is required to trans-
port heat against the density gradient. The slope of the deeper
curve at both locations appears to be equal on semi-log coordinates)
suggesting a similar decay process at both sites. There seems to
be significant difference between the character of the shear in the
QÂT
-
ß/jS
compared
aßTorder 2 layers and the layers i;\There ~~,
ßb. s
is large
to 2 (see figure 3.2$) ).
A more extensive discussion of salt fingers related to the
scissors and dye streak data is given below.
Horizontal advection
Due to the similarity of micro-structure near land and
far from land (Cooper and Ston~el, 1968) it appears improbable that
lateral advection of properties from oceanic boundaries and islands
is responsible for the layered T--S structure observed in the main
thermocline, but the possibility cannot be ruled out completely. If
these layers were created elseHhere and slid into the thermocline
like cards in a deck then the energy of mixing might be quite small
in the interior and a series of laminar sliding layers could be
observed.
In a recent laboratory experiment Cacchione (l9ïO)
showed that progressive internal Haves which run up on a sloping bot-
tom can become unstable if the frequency of the input wave exceeds
some critical value. This instability has the form of a row of regu-
larly spaced vortices along the slope with short spacing comparee to
the input wave length. Thin wisps of mixed fluid originating at
each vortex penetrate the interior of the fluid. He further shows
in a three layer model that the tidal frequency is super critical on
the continental slope providing an ample source of mixing energy.
A simple çalculation in chapter 2 assuming other advec-
tive processes to be absent shows that layers of the sort observed
during the dye streak experiment could have _ propagated the required
20 km only if diffusive processes proceed at near irrolecular levels.
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CHATER 2
EVIDENCE OF SHEAR MICROSTRUCTURE IN DYE STREAK DATA
Introduction
As seen in the preceding chapter many observations of sal-
inity and temperature microstructure have been made at sea in the main
thermocline. With the exception of Woods' near-surface Malta data
there are few records of fine-scale velocity measured in theniocline
structure. The data taken with Professor Rooth on Alvin dive #2l9
on September 10, 1967 are the only kno,~ records of shear as a functiQn
cf dt::¡th tcken in and bela";, the pe::anent thermocline in the ocean
with fractional meter resolution. The dive took place near the 2,000
meter contour on the continental slope due south of Marth¿' s Vineyard
(see figure 2.1 ). The data show pronounced shear structure with
vertical scales of a meter or ies~ 2~ depths of hundreds of meters.
NUlic:rous reversals in the direction of the shear are observed on the
same sm3_l1 scale, some of \.¡hich give, the appearance of interleaved
sLUing layers or inertio-gravitational internal waves of high verti-
cal wave number. The shapes as well as strengths of the obsei~ed
shear structure have a strong dependence on depth.
Background and technique
Alvin was equipped with stereo cæneras, dye dispensing
apparatus and a teuiperature gradient device which malfunctioned (see
figure 2.2 ). During each experiment a pair of fluorescein dye
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pellets were released and allowed to fall, leaving two straight ver-
tical trails separated by about a meter horizontally. Each pellet
left a small spiral wake of ring vortices and plumes which grew to
about 20 or 30 centimeters diameter as the wake decayed. These ver-
tical streaks would then be distorted according to the time integral
of the shear (see figure 2.3 ). By using a redundant pellet it was
clearly verified that streak shape was not due to any random wake
phenomenon. Once several minutes had elapsed the submarine would fol-
low down the trails taking photographs at 6 or 8 second intervals.
Of the 400 exposure ~airs made, 76 pairs were reduced on a Ballplex
Stereo Projector (see £igure 2.4). These were selected for their
photographic clarity, continuity from pair to pair, and lack of sub-
marine interference. In all, seven sequences of photographs were
reduced between l67 and 905 meters depth covering 9% of this total
ùepth range. A sequence cons ists of 3 to 20 pairs which could be
joined by 3 or more common, distinctly identifiable, small-scale wake
features. between adjoining pairs.
The shear was computed from discrete data points sampled
from~ a continuous, dye streak while it was projected in stereo. Due
to the large amount of work connected with data reduction only 
those
points where a change of direction of the s,treak occurred were sampled.
.
This accounts for the non-uniform thickness of the shear layers shown
in figure 2.5 Each layer represents the average vector shear
between two sampled points and includes bota magnitude and direction
(in local dye streak coordinates). Since no compass was sampled during
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these measurements, succeeding sequences cannot be related in dir-
ection (except the ones between 418 and 465 meters).
The magnitude information is shown by the solid line with a
dot at the center of the averaged interval, while the angle data is
dashed with a small vertical rectangle at its center. The error bars
were computed assuming a ~5° error in the position of the assumed
vertical about both x and y axes. A horizontal rectangle gives the
angle error bar so it may be distinghished from the conventional
magnitude error bar where they overlap.
Magnitude of the shear
,The average magnitude of the shear S is generally largest
near the surface (about iO-2i/sec at 167 meters) and becomes smaller
with increasing greater depth until 450 meters where' it settles down
to order iO-3i/sec (see figure 2. G ). The w-éights used in computing
the average shear for each sequence are the same layer thicknesses
seen in figure' 2.5 The standard deviations about these means,
are computed with the same weights and decrease more sharply with
er
SIn fact the ratio decreases expo-depth than the mean itself.
nen tially from .9 in the shallowes t sequence to .1 in the deepes t
(see figure 2.7 ). So the shallow shear has small-scale spatial
.
fluctuations in magnitude of tpe same order as the average shear,
while near 900 meters the fluctuations are only a tenth of the aver-
age. Woods' Malta data gives u~ = l.28 at 30 110 meters depth in
S oo
the seasonal thermocline with a mean shear of .011 l/sec, which is
, j
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rather close to the mean shear for the uppermost Alvin data.
Direct examination of the magnitude of the shear in figure
2.5 shows that regions of more intense shear tend to be thin com-
pared to the intervening regions in the shallow observations. In
deeper measurements these regions have nearly equal thickness. In
the terminology of Woods (l968) the thin intense shear regions are
called sheets and the thick regions of low shear are called layers.
The choice of a figure of merit to describe the presence of intense
sheets in thermocline layer structure is somewhat arbitrary. Clearly
the frequency distribution of strongly sheeted structure will be
skewed heavily toward high shears while more equal thickness of sheet
and layers will be more nearly normal. The third moment about the
mean shear Z/a provides a measure of skewness. The shear data divides
into two regions. At depths less than 400 meters the third moment
is large and positive indicating strong sheets and below this level
it becomes small and' of mixed sign (see figure 2.8 ) . A more repre-
sentative figure of merit is the sheet intensity =~
which compares the third moment about the mean to the mean itself.
Both criteria show a rather steady decrease in the intensity of strong
sheet structure with depth. The shallow Malta data of Woods is plot-
ted on the same scales fòr comparison (inverted triangles) based on
i,
the Hoods (l968) data. It appears more sheetlike than even the shallow-
est Alvin shear data.
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The angle of the shear
The angle of the shear vector changes significantly on the
same small scale as its magnitcde. Variations of 90 to 180 en. ver-
tical scales of a meter or less occur in all dye streak records re-
duced. The correlation bet,veen changes in angle and changes in mag-
ni tude as a function of depth does not generally appear strong. The
shear angle has higher spatial frequency changes near the surface and
more gradual ch.:mges át greater depth in a manner similar to the mag-
nitude changes discussed above.
The two longest records occur between 418 and 464 meters
(see figure 2. 10 ) and over all but three meters of this 47 meter
intei~al. The sip.gle 3 meter gap in the record represents only a
24 second loss of information. This makes it possible to patch the
two angle record together with negligible uncertainty (probably less
than :110°).
The most striking feature of this angle record is its ten
meter scale periodic nature. These angular oscillations are about
1800 amplitude viith somewhat smaller scale (900 or less) oscillations
superimposed. They are also seen in the progressive vector diagrams
in figure 2.11 where velocity is plotted as' a function of depth.
These diagrams have the same shape as the dye streak itself when seen
from directly above. The periodic nature of these records might
suggest some kind of inertio-gravitational "rave ,vith high vertical
wavenumber or wavenumbers. Another equally plausible explanation
might be sliding layers formed by mixing processes such as breaking
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internal waves on the continental slope as proposed by Cacchione (l970).
The 1800 reversals look quite similar to those shown in his figure 68.
Such layers would need to propagate horizontally 20 or more kilome-
ters to reach the slope by the most direct path at 400 to 500 meter
depths.
If one assumes that alternate layers in cleF ~h (between 425
and 464 meters) are bound; toward the slope and away from the slope
und that no other advective processes are at work then one can cel-
culate their relative velocities to be of order 1.4 cm/sec between
their respective cores. The layers leaving the slope then t,¡ould have
an o~tward velocity of 0.7 cm/sec or 0.6 km/day. This would require
a minimum layer life-time of about a ~onth. Assuming the expression
2
for layer life-time T given by Stommel and Fedorov (1967): T = JL2k
where h is the half layer thickness and k is the diffusivity one finds
for these 10 meter layers of month life-time, k ~ .Ol em /sec. That
is less than 10 times the molecular coefficient for temperature diffusion.
Relevant temperature, salinity, and density records
Because no useable temperature or salinity data was taken
during the actual dives, other sources of data must be used if a com-
parison with this shear data is desired. STD stations 1 through 10
taken on Professor Hunsch' s Atlantis II cruise #47 run down the con-
tinental slope past the Alvin dive site and on to site D. These
stations were taken in mid-November and are expected to give salinity
and temperature information quite similar to that of the Alvin dive
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tJ2l9 except perhaps in the near surface r:egion. In particular the
large salinity-stabilized temperature inversion is seen on most of
the slope and shelf stations at about 75 meters %20 (see figure
2.12 ). Below a hundred meters smaller t~~perature inve~sions are
present which decrease in amplitude and frequency with depth, becoming
rare below 300 meters. Similar inversions were noted on the Alvin
dive because they interrupted sonic communications with the surface
and registered on the sphere temperature indicator. These features
are clearly shown in the profiles and T-S diagram from station 8 in
figures 2. i 3 and :2 .14 respectively.
Below iso meters the tem?e~ature and salinity grc:dients are
generally in the proper sense for salt fingers to be present. In the
region betv;reen l50 and 275 mete~s the average salinity gradient is
.003 %0 Imeter tÑhich is about the same gradient as in the main thermo-
cline near Ber~uda at 500 to 700 meters depth. The smallest shear
measured was 3xlO-4 ~lxiO-4 (l/sec) at 236.3 meters. 'Ihis is sho,vu in
rigure 2.3 b below and to the left of the kink in the center of the
pictures. The, differer:.ce in velocity over this 40 em layer is 1..2
IT~/sec ~,6 mm/sec. There are long laminar looking filaments streaming
out of this spot on the left streak. These filaments are clearly
sheared even in this weakly sheared layer. These finger-like fila-
ments "Jere doubtless enhanced or triggered by the presence of the
fluorescein dye. This structure looks unlike that seen in the other
locations with stronger shears present and may give some idea what
an actual salt finger layer may look like in nature.
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Stability considerations
For the onset of shear instability the critical value ofN2 I N IRichardson number Ri - - ,then - - , 'or the
. - (SHEAR)2 - 4' SHEAR - 2
critical shear Serif, = 2 N (see Chapter I ). It has also been
suggested by Pa~l Linden' in a personal communication that salt fin-
gers can exist only for Ri ~ lO or greater in a laminar shear flow.
The Brunt-Väisäiä frequency N for STD station 8 is plotted in figure
2.15 as a function of depth. The mean Brunt-Väisäiä frequency N
for each depth where dye shear measurements were ma9.€ is plotted as
.~
circles. N was also computed from the slope of tae linear least
squares fit of density vs. depth in a region !lO meters from each
mean dye ~xperiment depth at stations 7, 8 and 9 for both raising and
lowering. N is the mean of these N' s at each of the above depths.
N is computed from, about LOO individual density 'observations in each
experiment depth with individual N' s varying f.r0m N by 50%. The SID
o
errors make the computation of meter scale statistics of Väisäiä
frequency practically meaningless (depth !3 meters, temperature ! .Ol °C,
salinity !.OL %0 repeatability).
The mean values of shear S from the dye data and Väisälä
frequency N's from Atlantis II 47 are plotted in figure 2. IG together
with dashed lines for Ri = l/4 and LO. Except for points closes t
to the surface all the points are Hell removed from shear instabilIty
in the mean. The point at 167 meters may be an artifact caused by
autumnal surface cooling or advective processes. These mean data
seem to suggest Richardson numbers closer to the value 10 suggested
It
o
o
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for salt fingers. Local values of N are likely to vary by a factor
of two or more from the N at each depth. The standard deviation of
the shear varies from .98 at 167 meters to . l8 at 900 meters (see
figure 2.7 ). So while figure 2.16 gives a suggestion that salt-
fingers may be present and shear instability less likely, a more
careful study with smaller scale temperature and salinity gradient
measurements is called for to match the dye streak re.solution and thus'
determine local Richardson number statistics on a fractional meter
scale.
Dis~ussion
If one considers step-like variations in density and vel-,
ocity \vith depth to be evidence of some mixing process then variations
of their vertical gradients compared to their .mean vertical gradient
at some location may be a measure of the intensity of this mixing.
This same reasoning should hold for the intensity of intermingling
of sliding layers. As seen in figure 2.7 the ratio. of ü
s
appears to decrease exponentially from the surface with a distance
constant of 350 meters. This may be evidence that energy for mixing
enters through the surface and propagates downward in some manner,
decaying as it goes and causing progressively less ,intense mixing at
increased depths.
A semi-log plot of (JŠ- vs. Väisälä frequency gives a
good fit to the dye data below 400 meters (see figure 2.17 ). The
mean data taken by Hoods (1968) also seems to fall on this line.
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The shallower dye data departs somewhat, perhaps due to changing
surface conditions between cruises or real variations. The scissors
shear data also departs from this curve in the same manner, which may
be evidence of the influence of a different mixing process like salt
fingers. TI1ese data may also be direct evidence of the mixing pro-
cesses and are easier to coinpare with data from other locations,
being independent of the depth and shape of the thermocline.
Spatial fluctuations in shear, such as those observed at
170 meters, moved by an internal wave of small vertical wave number
(i. e. the main thermocline moving as ,a whole) could reduce the high
frequency coherence between even closely-spaced moored current meters.
Such low coherence at higher frequencies has been reported by Siedler
(1970) from site D data. Siedler' s interpretation of internal wave
motion of high wave number may be equally valid.
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FIG. 2.1
Submersible Alvin ready for dye streak dive. Note
stereo cameras (upper left) and flash Cupper right).
Detail of arm operated dye pellet releaser.
FIG. 2. 2
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FIG. 2.3: Stereo dye streak photos
a) Dep ch 230 m, E. T. = l4 min. Examp le of high shear wi th a laminar
looking core region similar to those reported by Woods (l968).
Depth 233 m, E.T.=l5 min.
b) Note how both dye streaks contort together. Also note the s tream-
ers issuing from the left side of the left streak below the strong
kink. The region with streamers contains the lowest shears measured.
c) Case of submarine interfering with dye streak shape.
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FIG. 2.4 Modified ballplex stereo projector
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THE SHEAR DENSITY GRADIENT CORRELATION
MEASUREHENT NEAR BERlfUDA
Introduction
Hith the possible exception, of the shallow measurements of
Siedler (l970), the observations of shear reported here are the only
knmm ones of siich small vertical scale made in the main thermocline.
The shear data are supported with synchronous measurements of temper-
ature and salinity gradient as well as depth established by a neH
type of precision pressure sensor. These supporting measurements
alloVl the density gradient to be calculated, thus giving some of the
first estimates of static and shear stability in deep theuiocline
microstructure.
The most striking result of the scissors data is a small
(-. l3), but statistically significant (at the 99% confidence level),
negative correlation between the magnitude of the shear and the den-
sity gradient. ThÜ'means that the stronge:r shears are more often
associated with weak density gradient and weaker shears most of ten
appear in strong density gradients. These observations are at vax-
iance with the expected positive correlation for a large class of
floHs and ~vave motions. In particular a multilayered inviscid analy-
tic internal i;,Tave model with layers of alternately greater and lesser
stability ShOHS the strongest shears associated ý7ith the layers of
strongest stability in the frequency range between the local V~isälä
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frequency and the local Coriolis frequency for both high and low
vertical mode structure. This expected positive correlation for in-
ternal waves agrees with that predicted by. Phillips (197 l) and Cox,
et a1. (l969) and Woods (1968). In fact the predicted shear on the
more strongly stable layers is large enough that instability of the
Richardson type is preferred there rather than in the weakly strati-
fied layers. A similar positive correlation was found for geostroph--
ical1y balanced sliding layers of alternate stratification while these
layers sliding in a uniformly viscous medium produced no clear--cut
nega t i ve correlation.
What possible conclusions are left? Perhaps we are look-
ing directly at the results of the mixing process. The layers which
are more mixed in temperature and have the strongest shear may be
rotors left by some shear instability or by the release of salt into
the convecting layers as in Stern and Turner (l969) and as originally
proposed by Stommel.
These observations \"ere made on Atlantis II Cruises liS and
47. The times and locations are given in figures 3.1
gether with Table 3. I .
and 3.2 to-,
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Scissors sensor array layout 75
The scissoís sensor array includes ten individual sensors
mounted on a tubular stainless steel space frame along with suitable
electronics to supply pm.¡er and code and transmit data (see figures
3.4 and 3.6 ). Two identical sets of sensors are held in horizon-
tal plánes spaced apart vertically by 300 cm. All ten variables are
sampled during every 2 second sampling period and transmitted to the
surface for recording on magnetic tape. An unscrambling system allows
any (or all) variables to be sampled during the data taking process.
A crystal clock gates frequencies proportional to temperature, sal-
inity and depth for precise 0.2 second periods and up-down counters
store current speed component pulses for 2.0 second periods.
Both the upper and lower sensor locations contain the fol-
lowing instruments: (see figure 3.5)
l) 1 Bendix platinum resis tance temperature probe,
2) 1 Bisset-Berm,',m temperature and pressure cOLipensated
induction conductivity head and "Paralocll Oscillator,
3) 2 mini-meter current- meters arranged at right angles
to each other and the vertical.
The timing diagram (see appendix E) shows that upper and low-
er temperature, and also salinity, are synchronous to 0.2 seconds each
and so computed density is synchronous to 0.4 seconds as are the upper
and lOHer velocities. The worst case will give synchronism within 2.0
seconds. This rapid sampling sequence makes computed 3 meter vertical
gradients accurate ,,,ithin the time response and accuracy of available
sensors.
i.¡ith such a sensor pair arrangement i;ith rapid sampling,
common mode errors tend to cancel. For example: 76
a) The ship drift appears in both the upper and lower cur-
rent meters. ~~en these two measured currents are subtracted to com-
pute velocity shear the ship drift cancels out. Effects due to current
meter tilt out of the horizontal plane or vertical motion similarly can-
cel to first order. Clearly, since the instrument spacing may be meas-
ured to better than one percent, the ultimate accuracy of shear measure-
ments depends on the quality of the current meters themselves.
b) Errors in the computed temperature and salinity gradient
due to uncertainty in depth or internal wave motion of the gradients will
greatly be reduced by reading two sensors at the S&iie time \.¡ith a pre-
cisely fixed vertical separation. Again, common mode sensor errors due
to pressure, temperature and depth cancel to first order.
An uncomplicated motion isolation system was used to isolate
the sensors from ship and sea surface motion. All but about 14 ibs of a
half ton submerged sys tem was balanced out Hith buoyancy modules which
07
were located below the zone surface wave influence. The remaining buoy-
ancy was gained by displacing water in a neutrally buoyant fire hose with
. ,"-
constant pressure compressed air supplied from the ship. The arrangement
acted as a mechanical lmv pass filter which rejected most of the ¡.¡ave
heave. Figure 3~7showsa pOHer density spectrum of the scissors vertical
velocity computed from the rate of change of pressure for constant depth
runs with and without motion isolation, Notièe the order of magnitude
decrease in the power density for the data taken with the fire-hose mo-
tion isolation. A similar decrease in ship drift velocity was realized
¡.¡hen the floating umbilical ¡vas kept slack.
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FIG. 3.4: Scissors Sensor Array Scheniatic Diagram
A) 2 Model 6007 Bissett Berman in situ salinometers
g) 4 Mini-meter Current meters
C) 2 Bendix temperature sensors
D) 2 Mini-meter electronics housings
E) 1 Precision pressure sensor and cable end pO\Ver supplies
F) i Geodyne compass
G) 1 Bendix DCS-lOO llark II data collection system
H) Scissors spacing adjustment sleeve
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Figure 3.5 Detail of sensor layout. Note that the small ducted current
meters are arranged at *450 angles to the scissors frame axis.
The lower temperature sensor is on the right side of the pic-
ture in the center while the lower salinity sensor head is
directly in the center.
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Figure 3.6: Complete "Scissors Sensor Array" ready to be launched on
Atlantis II Cruise H47. Temperature and salinity sensors and
current meters are located at the top and bottom of the array.
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Background of Bermuda current meter shear measurements
The shear measurements described in this section were all
made on Atlantis II Cruise 47 during a 5 hour period near Bermuda on
the only occasion when the fiLe-hose motion isolation sys tem was suc-
cessfully deployed. A total of 7,200 shear measurements were made
with scissors maintained at a nearly constant depth while traversing
horizon tally about l. 8 ki lom2 ters of micros truc ture. During this
period between 2200 hours 25 October and 0300 hours 26 October 1968
the ship Has hove to with occasional jogging to keep a slack on the
umbilical cord. The depth of water there was greater than 2 km (see
figure 3.2 ).
The shear was measured between small ducted orthogonal pairs
of current meters separated vertically by 3 m~ters. These cULrent
meters are described in detail in the appendix and their relative po-
sition to the other sensors is found above in the section on the phy-
sical description of the scissors. The component velocities are in-
dividually counted during each entire 2 second data cycle giving 2
second vector averages. The counters can count both up and down from
their initial zero setting ~vhich allmvs them to average out oscil--
lations of the supporting structure even if they occur at zero velo-
city. It should also be noted that least count error in the usual
sense is absent because no current meter pulses are lost except dur-
ing the 1/100 second transmission period ~vhich represents about
l/2% of the data cycle. At typical speeds of 10 cm/sec this means
an average loss of only one pulse in ten recording periods. This
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allmvs accurate vector averages over periods greater than. the 2 sec-
ond data cycle provided that the scissors heading remains constant
over the averaging period. During the two hours when the Geodyne
Compass was working the heading Has constant within *40 magnetic
and it is assumed that similarly constant headings pertain during the
other three hours of fire hose data.
During the fire hose 10Herings the upper right component
current meter became stuck from time to time. It was decided to re-
ject this upper right component in all the data due to its poor re-
liability. In order to calibrate the upper left current meter it
was assumed that the missing upper right current meter output was
equal to the lower right current meter output. This is justified on
three grounds. Firs t since the shears are small (order 1.5 cm/sec
in 3 meters) compared to the average speed through the water of about
LO cm/sec, the position of the left upper meter output in calibration
space will be good to about =l5%. Second, the sensitivity of the
magnitude of the right meter to angle is minimum at the average true
angle near 2l5° in calibration space. Last, at this position in
the calibration region the two left speed components track each other
within about =J-l /+ cm/sec or closer at equal true speeds and angles.
These combined possible errors should be less than =1/2 cm/sec or
order 10-3 l/sec in the left component of shear if the calibration
remained stable. In the calculations and discussion that follow,
only the magnitude of the left component of the vector shear is re-
ported. This wi II be referred to as the I y I shear.
Magnitude of the shear
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For the shear measurements made near Bermuda the grand mean
magnitude was (8. 5z7. 2)xiO-3sec-1 for the rffv unfiltered data. ~~en the
calibrated current meter data has been digitally filtered with a moving
weighted vector average the grand mean becomes (5. 5z4. i)xlO-3sec-1 (see
appendix for filter details). The reduction in magnitude of the fil-
tered mean reflects the smoothing of wave heave, quantization effects
and current meter periodicity due to rotor unbalance 'vhich otherwise be-
come rectified thus increasing the apparent absolute magni tude of the shear.
The magnitude of the shear reported herg is comparable to the
magnitude of the shear observed in Alvin dye streak data taken bet~veen 200
and 400 meters depth. The ratio of the standard deviation about the grand
mean to the mean itself ( .g = .74 for the filtered scissors shear) falls
5
on the curve in figure 2.7 at 230 meters depth. This is not surprising
since the mean temperature and salinity gradients at these depths on the
continental slope were found nearly equal to those at 650 meters depth
near Bermuda. This mean Bermuda shear is about half that reported by Wood
(l968) of about iixlO-3sec-1 and a quarter of the 20xiO-3 maximum repor-
ted by Stommel and Fedorov (l967). Both of these observations ,,,ere made
nearer the surface (~30 and ~80 meters respectively) and were taken in re-
gions of greater stability. The Bermuda observations seem to agree reason-
ably well at least in the mean with the few available comparable observations.
The shear magnitude data is suw~arized ~n figure 3.8 The
raw data is shmvn Hith a dashed line and the vector averaged data is
sho,VT wi th a solid line.
PHOBABILITY OF OCCURRENOe:, ((Yo)
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The observed shear-density gradient correlation
It is of considerable theoretical interest to know t.¡hat
the correlation is bet,.¡een shear and density gradient in the perma-
nent thermocline. Several Horkers (Cox et a1., 1969 and O. M. Phil-
lips, 1970) have suggested that for internal wave motion the correl-
ation should be positive. Other processes are also discussed later
in detail, where a positive correlation means large shears are asso-
ciated with large stable density gradients and small shears with
density gradients' of small static stability. Note that either T
or S gradients are considered positive respectively when T or S
increases upward, which is opposite to this density gradient conven-
tion. Further note that the confidence intervals quoted refer to
instrumental confi.dence, not confidence that these coefficients repre-
sent the thermocline as a whole.
The density gradient shear correlation was first computed
on 7,200 raw temperature, salinity and shear data taken during the
fire hose constant depth runs. This gave a correlation of r = -.019
~lich is not significantly different from zero at the 95% confidence
level of t i 023. This confidence level and those that follow are cal-
culated on the assumption of a jointly normal process. With this
W ;: 1. In (~J is permitted (see2 1- rassumption the change of variable
Hoel, 1966). For such a stationary process 'vith population correlation
p, individual realizations of ware normally
mean lJJW:; ~- 109 ir!: pJ\vith standard deviation
I-p
dis tributed about the
o-w
I=-~
.J \vhere N
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is the sample size.
These data were then smoothed digitally as described in
the shear section and a new linear density gradient shear correlation
coefficient Has computed. This gave a value of r = -0. l3 which is
significant at the 99% level of confidence (see figure 3. 9 ) .
Since the sign of this correlation \Vas opposite to the expected sign
a considerable search for systematic errors Has undertaken.
- The salinity sensors were considered a possible cause of
systematic error to be investigated because they contribute heavily
to the density gradient (see the salinity gradient section). For
this purpose it was assumed that the salinity gradient ,ias directly
proportional to the temperature gradient. The constant of propor-
i L. .\ÍiSt ona_ ity _=-::
\hT
O.0032?~~Q m-I = :.142 °/00 /oC was computed fom STD
0.0237 "C ri-I
temperature and salinity data. The density gradient was then computed
using WHOI subroutine DSIGMAT. The resulting correlation is r =
-.041 which is significantly different from zero at the 99% confi-
dence level. Furthermore if these'data are digitally smoothed the
negative correlation increases to r = -. l1 (see figure ~. 10 ).
Next the question of persistence in time of this negative
correlation was addressed. _ The correlation between temperature de-
rived density gradient and shear \Vas computed for each of the five
separate data runs. These results are sho\Vn in table 3.2 There
appear to be three negative and one positive correlations which are
significantly different from zero at the 95% confidence level and one
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Run Number Linear Level of
Number of Correlation 95%
Points Coefficient Confidence
l5.l l776 +.063 .046
l6. 1 l794 +.0005 .047
16.2 l639 -.133 .049
17 .1 882 -.2l9 .066
l7.2 1120 -.065 .059
TABLE 3.2
negligibly small correlation. So at least in this series of measure-
ments the negative correlation seems to occur more than twice as fre-
quently as the positive correlation.
Finally the filtered temperature gradient, salinity gra-
client, and shear data were sorted into 9 equal intervals of sälinity
gradient and the temperature gradient shear correlation was computed
for each salinity gradient. These results are shown in figure
This negative correlation is strongest in the salinity gradient inter-
val centered on zero where r = -.21 and gradually declines in strength,
becoming non-significant ~\Then the salinity gradient exceeds +.005 %J
meter or is less than zero (i.e., stabilizing).
So evidently most of the observed negative correlation be--
tween temperature gradient and shear occurs in regions of small
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destabilizing salinity gradient. Due to the temperature salinity
correlation these are also regions of smallest stabilizing temper-
ature gradient. This means that the regions of lowest static sta-
bility are the greatest contributors to the negative density gradient-
shear correlation.
It must be realized that these data represent only a small
sample of layer structure. This time series is far from stationary
and many more realizations Hould be needed to have a truly strong
case for the negative correlation between shear magnitude and den-
sity gradient. Perhaps these layers are different from the general
case and the positive correlation observed during the firs t hour
pertains in most cases.
The data do, shm,¡ for the first time (at least in one local
region near Bermuda) that the magnitude of the shear and the density
gradient are correlated in thermocline microstructure above the level
of instrumental noise. To be truly convincing such shear measurements
would need to be made with the dye. streak technique used in the last
chapter, where the shear is sampled from a complete record in depth
rather than at SOlle fixed interval.
























































































































